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Our 3yr old was getting extremely sassy Being pregnant and tired with baby #2, I somehow
were left with a 3 calendar year old trying to rule the house. She actually is a sweet little one,
and her behavior issues were subtle and appeared like no big deal. Once I browse this book,
the small things are in fact big complications. Like when my mother visited and put food in the
wrong plate and a medium sized tantrum erupted. She explained about these books. We simply
started with some techniques, but up to now, our gal is responding perfectly to the changes
we h ave produced. This book, combined with the various other books in the "Wise" series offer
seriously good, timeless parenting advice. We love the preceding books by Mr Ezzo so much
that people practically beg our close friends that have a problem with issues to learn and
heed. EXCELLENT! A must-browse for all parents I underlined this reserve so much the first time
through that it now appears like a well used university textbook! She would be sweet and
angelic one moment and in a total meltdown the next when something occurred to cross her
will.As a research study: our three year old gal was getting out of hand with back talk,
tantrums, and disobedient. We have seen great achievement with the methods explained here
despite the fact that we are still at the beginning of our trip through child-rearing. And
perhaps that's appropriate since it is an excellent handbook resource/ help to childhood and
teaching your son or daughter how to behave in fundamentally respectful and courteous
methods to their parents and others. We began requiring more respect from her and enforcing
quick, responsiveness with non-reactionary regularity and it has changed her world. She is not
only even more polite and respectful, she's also more even-tempered, cheerful, and
understanding when items don't go her method. She speaks confidently but appropriately with
adults and peers and she seldom has meltdowns anymore.5 year old! I believe this book to be
a very valuable tool for parents who would like their children to learn to end up being polite
and respectful residents. Absolutely best help-book for parenting I was already doing some if
the items they suggest, but We didn't realize how We was very consistent in a few areas but
not at all in others. This book has not only helped our child, it's resolved conflict with us as
parents. Greatest series on EVERY stage of advancement hands-down. I would definately
recommend this reserve. They know what they're talking about! Not for everyone The advice in
this book worked great for my oldest child, but was a complete flop for my middle child, so we
are just winging it with our third. This publication has really helped us with our 3. This book
saved me when my son was 3. I was in need of help because he continued testing me. I
scoured the library for books that might help. This was it!My son is usually 18 now and headed
to Stanford. "On Getting Childwise" helped me obtain my priorities direct as a parent. Five
Stars I've go through before, this was a gift. Required reading At least it should be. I knew what
I wanted to attain in my children's behaviors and advancement, but this provided me specific
methods and path on how best to get there. This concept is foreign to many friends of ours
with kids. It's old school no nonsense approach is relevant no matter current occasions, i.e.
1950 or 2050. The best If you are not religious, then simply ignore those parts of the book. If
your child loves to test limits this publication is for you. We couldn't become more pleased or
grateful for this book. excellent book I very much enjoyed scanning this book. Great book! It
certainly offered us the courage to presume our function as parents not really pushovers. I
have a friend whose children are old (10 & 7) than my litttle lady. Her ladies are such a
satisfaction to be around that I started questioning how she handled certain situations. I
understood reading Childwise we needed to fix these apparently little problems quick. I am
very happy that she do. I swear they need to possess been spies in my house because they
were composing this book! Excellent! I obtained a lot of insight as to how children believe and



how to deal with misbehaviour . I loved reading the book and it provides great wisdom and
superb tips about how to raise children. Five Stars Amazing book. Easy read and great
information! Five Stars Everyone needs these books Must Read for New Parents All the books in
this series helped me tremendously with parenting. In case you have a youngster who loves to
test limitations this book is for you! Great book I love parenting books that actually give
examples and great ideas of how to direct behavior! My husband was very happy as was I
about the relationship coming first. Have got an open brain and just try the methods out on
your kids. You've got nil to lose!
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